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TECHNICAL BULLETIN 112
Ultra-High Performance Grout
Placement Considerations 

EPOXY GROUTS

Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout is the latest advancement in ultra-high performance ep-
oxy grouts and represents further enhancements to the Five Star product line. No 
other commercially available grout offers similar high performance characteristics 
for both today’s and tomorrow’s applications.

With ultra–high strength its cornerstone, Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout was designed 
with key engineering properties at the forefront:

• Positive Expansion when tested in accordance with ASTM C 827

• Very High Effective Bearing Area (EBA)

• Very Low Creep when tested in accordance with ASTM C 1181

• Very High Flexural Strength

• Placement Versatility via Pumpable and Pourable Systems

• Exceptional Temperature Resistance — up to 250°F (121°C)

Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout was developed specifically towards high-load equipment 
packages or grouting within smaller footprints, such as the recently completed Gas 
Turbine Compressor set at El Paso Natural Gas (see illustrations).

Other applications include crane rails with next generation high load gantry cranes, 
wind turbine bases with substantial uplift forces and rotating equipment with ever 
tighter alignment tolerances.

To achieve ultra-high strengths in epoxy grouts, the reaction during cure has to be 
driven to the limits of current epoxy resin technology. In doing so, the byproduct of 
this reaction, exotherm, increases as well. 
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Five Star Technical Bulletins are provided 
for informational purposes only and 
should be used as general guidelines 
for consideration by contractors and 
engineers. While every reasonable effort 
has been made to ensure this information 
is accurate and authoritative, Five Star 
Products does not warrant the accuracy 
or completeness of this information, or 
its appropriateness for any particular 
purpose. The user of these documents 
remains solely responsible for the spec-
ification of all methods, materials and 
practices. 

The result is a product with a higher exotherm than other Five Star® Epoxy Grouts:

Due to its higher exotherm, Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout is recommended for pour depths not to exceed 4 inches (10.2 cm) and 
placement volume limits of approximately 12 cubic feet (340 L). The placement depth still allows Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout to 
be utilized for many typical grouting application depths, but requires a mandatory use of expansion joints to limit placement 
volume between joints. A Design-A-Spec™ for Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout is available that incorporates these specific placement 
and application details.

It is important to remember Five Star® SP Epoxy Grout is not a replacement for Five Star® DP Epoxy Grout or Five Star® HP Epoxy 
Grout, but was designed to surpass other higher strength systems such as Euclid E3X and Chockfast Red SG. The Euclid E3X 
system, for example, exhibits shrinkage when tested in accordance with ASTM C 827, has poor EBA, and an exotherm of 177°F 
(80.5°C).


